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What is a cynic?
A man who knows
the price of
everything , and the
value of nothing ,
-- Oscar Wilde

The Affirmation of
one's one life ,
happiness , growth ,
freedom is rooted in
one's capacity to love
-- Fromm
-:-:-:-:-
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NEWARK STATE COLLEGE , UNION , NEW JERSEY

Townsend Lecture Series Begins
with Debate on 'Extremism'
Attendance Encouraged

Fall Weekend

by Music Department
Olatunji and MFQ in Concert
Babatunde Olatunji, with his
"Drums of Passion," and the
Modern Folk Quartet, will appear
in person, Sunday, October 25,
in Newark State College's D' Angola . Gymnasium. The program
will begin promptly at 7:00 p.m ..
"We have slated a program
which we feel is both unusual
and varied, at a price which most
young people can afford," says
Joel Spector, senior, chairman
of the name program committee.
"We hope many will take advantage of the opportunity."
Jack E. Platt, chairman of
the music department, submitted
the following statement to the
Information and Services Desk:
"The Concert by the Modern
Folk Quartet and OLATUNJI
scheduled for October 25 can be
used by all students taking MUSIC
APPRECIATION as an "extra
credit" concert. (It is not to
be considered a substitute for
the requirements established for
the semester.) STUDENTS
SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND THJS HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL EVENT."
Olatunji, his dancers, drummers, and singers come directly
from an engagement in the African Pavilion at the World's Fair.
He and his group are the foremost exponents of authentic African folklore. Also slated for

appearance with Olatunji is
DOROTHY MASUKA, a songstress from Rhodesia.
The Modern Folk Quartet is a
group of young men dedicated to
provide, for the modern generation, any song that "swings,
drives, or just makes you feel
good," and their imposing array
of engagements testifies to their
popularity. Recent appearances
include The Village Gate, New
York; the Thunderbird Hotel, Las
Vegas; the 11 Hootenanny" television show; and the Ed Sullivan Show.
Following the concert will be
a reception in the Main Dining
Room of the College Center. This
will give the audience an opportunity to chat with the performers
of both groups.
The program is being sponsored by the College Center
Board of Newark State. Serving
as chairmen for the event are
Joel Spector '65, David Mills
'67, and Timlynn Babitsky '66.
Tickets are now on sale at
the Information and Services
Desk in the College Center. Admission is $3.00 per person.Students are encouraged to support
the Name Program, since it is
the only event during FALL
WEEKEND which requires an
admission fee.

Elgart Orchestra
Provides Musical
Entertainment Here
The Les and Larry Elgart
Orchestra will provide musical
entertainment for the "Scandinavian Holiday Dance" on Saturday, October 24. It will begin at
9:00 in the Main Dining Room.
The semi-formal affair will include a petite smorgasboard. The
Les and Larry Elgart Orchestra
will be playing highly danceable
tem:pos. Its arrangements are
spiced with original musical,
ear-arresting sounds to provide
maximum listener interest as
well.
The Les and Larry Elgart
Orchestra recently won the number one spot in a poll conducted
by the Associated Press. In person, the Elgart Orchestra lives
up to their nomination. They
manage to keep the dance floor
crowded at all times with sensible tempos and a nostalgic repertoire. The sound of the Elgart
Band is unmistakable. The sax
section, led by Larry, with its
unusually wide range of dynamics
and color can be intimate, or
forceful and swinging. The Elgart brass, led by Les, with
its frequent feature of unison
trombones, is sharp and biting.
Avoiding piano, the band puts

extra emphasis on the guitar.
Most of the arrangements are the
works of Charles Albertine. For
the first time in many years,
a band has come along that offers something new, and yet,
has a rapport with most of the
dancing and listening audiences
of America.
Paul Minarchenko is chairman of the dance; Carole Gag- non and Marilyn Hamm are in ·
charge of food for the dance.
The Decorations Committee is
headed by Kathy Barry. Tickets
can be obtained free at the Information Services Desk in the
College Center.

LARRY ELGART and his
Orchestra play at the Fall
Weekend Dance.

Newark State College Center Board
Presents

Scandinavian Holiday Dance
with '

Larry Elgart & his Orchestra
Sat u rday October 24, 1964 9:00 p.m - 1:00 a.m.
Main DininP- Room
Semi-Formal
l'etite Smor ashord

The annual M. Ernest Townsend Lecture Series will take a new and original format for its first
program of the year on Wednesday, October 28, at 2 p.m. in the D' Angola Gymnasium.
Mr. John de J. Pemberton Jr., Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties Union, and Mr.
Edwin J. Lukas, Director of the National Affairs Department of the American Jewish Committee,
will debate on the question of "Should Extremists Be Granted the Privilege of the Campus Platform?"
Mr. Pemberton, who will take
the pro position, is the executive
director of the ACLU, and became
the third executive head of the
Union when he assumed his post
on April 1, 1962. A native of
Rochester, Minn. , where he was
born in 1919, Mr. Pemberton
has been engaged in the general
practice of law in that city since
1950. Prior to-that time he served
on the faculty of the Duke University Law School from 1947
through 1950, first as Acting
Assistant Professor of Law and
then as Associate Professor of
Law. During the 1949-50 period
he was Associate Editor of two
publications
edited by the
school's faculty, CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS and JOURNAL
John de J. Pemberton Jr. (left), Executive Director of the
OF LEGAL EDUCATION,
American Civil Liberties Union, and Edwin J. Lukas {right).
Mr. Pemberton served as
Director of the National Affairs Department of the American
chairman of the Minnesota
Branch ACLU from 1955 through Jewish Committee, will debate on the question of "Should
Extremists Be Granted The Privilege of The Campus Plat1958 and was a member of the
Minnesota Fair Employment
form?"
Practices Commission and the
Minnesota Advisory Committee ecutive Director of the Society organizations, he is a member
to the U.S. Civil Rights Com- for the Prevention ofCrimefrom of the Association of the Bar
mission. In the latter capacity 1943 to 1950. In addition to diof New York City, and of the
he helped to prepare the Com- recting the Committee's civil
Board of Directors of the Citimittee's reports on the status rights activities, he represents
zens' Committee for Children
of civil rights in Minnesota. He it in its litigative and legislaof New York City, and The Pubwas also a member of the Ro- tive concerns.
lic Affairs Committee.
chester City Charter ComAuthor and co-author of nuThe Social Science Departmission and active in the af- merous works in the field of
ment will sponsor a reception
fairs of the local Chamber of criminology, Mr, Lukas lectured for the speakers after the deCommerce.
bate in the faculty Dinning Room.
on this subject at Columbia UniTaking a qualified "no" po- versity School of Social Work,
All students are invited.
sition will be Mr. Lukas, Di- New York University, and the
The Townsend Lecture Comrector of the National Affairs College of the City of New York.
mittee for 1964-65 is chaired
Department of the American
Mr. Lukas has been a memby Don Kulick, and includes Diane
Jewish Committee. That Depart- ber of the Bar of the State of
Malka and Joseph Valvavo. Proment is responsible for the main- New York since 1924, and of the
fessor M., Stan Buchner of the
tenance of programmatic rela- Bar of the Supreme Coun of the
Industrial and Fine Arts Departtionships with other national United States. Among other civic
ment is the Advisor.
agencies, sectarian, non- and
inter- sectarian, civic andpatri-

otic.
A lawyer who, for seventeen
years prior to 1941, practiced as
trial and appeal counsel in criminal and civil matters in· New
York State and Federal Courts,
Mr. Lukas served as the Ex-

History Seminar Features
Verdegal, Exchange Professor

Dr. Rice Teaching
in The Netherlands

Professor John H. Verdegal,
exchange professor from the
Netherlands , at Newark State
College, spoke at the first Historical Society Seminar of this
year on Tuesday, October 13,
1964. The professor chose "The
Dutch and Indonesia" as his topic
of discussion.
The thesis of the fifty minute
lecture lay in the answer to two
questions: 1) Why did the Dutch
go to Indonesia in the first place,
and 2) What have the Dutch done
in Indonesia since going there
ca 1600? General answers to
these questions as given by Professor Verdegal are 1) the Dutch
went there because of a strong
profit motive, and 2) there was
a shifting of motives and attitudes toward the question of Indonesia involving first an exploitation policy, and then a "Debt
of Honor" outlook.
Professor Verdegal studied at
the University of Florence in
Italy and the Bologna-Center of
the Johns Hopkins University. He
was in charge of the New York
office of the Netherlands Bureau
for Foreign Student Relations
from August 1958 to November
1959. Since January 1960 he has
been teaching history in the Bonifatius Lyceum in utrecht, the
Nether lands.
Visiting the United States on
a Fullbright Scholarship, Professor Verdegal stated that this
year at Newark State was prov-

Dr. Arnold Rice, of the History and Social Science Department now is teaching at St.
Bonifatius Lyceum, The Netherlands, in conjunction with a
teacher exchange program,
Dr. Rice is the author of THE
KU KLUX KLAN IN AMERICAN
POLITICS, published in 1962 by
Public Affairs Press, Washington, D.C. The book is based on
"The Southern Wing of the Ku
Klux Klan in American Politics,"
his doctoral thesis submitted to
Indiana University.
Dr. Rice holds an M.A. in
history from Columbia University and a B.A. in social studies
from the State University of New
York at Albany. Before coming
to Newark State in 1958, he
taught social studies at Columbia High School, Greenbush, New
York, was a graduate teaching
assistant at Indiana University,
and taught social studies at Wallkill Central School, Wallkill,New
York.
With him in The Netherlands
is his wife, Marcia, and son
Noah, 4 1/2, who is attending
kindergarten there. Mrs. Rice
will teach English and French
in Werkhoven at a Quakerboarding school attended by the children of Britons and Americans
living on the continent.

ing to be a very stimulating experience.
Donald Moore, president of the
Historical Society, was chairman
of the Seminar.

FALL WEEKEND
at

NEWARK STATE
COLLEGE

1

October 23 - 24 - 25
1 •

Swim Party
• Hootenanny
, • Student Faculty Basketball
• Semi-Formal Dance with
Larry Elgart Orchestra
• Name Program with
I
Olatunji
Modern Folk Quartet
• After Concert Reception '
'
,

Tickets Available
at .Informational
Services Desk

1

Presented

By
THE COLLEGE
CENTER BOARD
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"THOU SHALT NOT PASS"
The traffic situation at NSC is, at best,
deplorable. The regulations are in general
unknown, enforced sporatically, and in some
cases, simply ridiculous. In the section of the
student handbook concerning parking and
traffic, there are six rules regarding the
operation of vehicles on campus. Nowhere
else in this pamphlet is eithe r parking or
traffic referred to. Of these six rules nothing is mentioned about after hours' parking,
the picking up or depositing of residence hall
PARKING
students, provisions for the prevention of
The traffic directors at Newark
visitor's cars being ticketed, or inclement
State are in dire need of assistweather procedures.
ance. Due to the present changeThe rules, too, make no distinction between over in political affiliations and
the up-coming elections, disorautomobiles and other motor driven vehicles der and chaos are now the orders
(scooters, motorcycles, etc.). Is it fair to of the day. To illustrate these
claims, I submit the following
charge ten dollars to park something that examples:
On Saturday, October 17, the
takes only a fraction of space? On the other
Theater Guild hosted a sympohand, is it fair to ask NSC' s '' Marlon Brando'' sium for the Children's Theatre
types to contribute nothing when the remaind- Conference. Visitors from New
Jersey and New York were in
er of the students must pay ten dollars for attendance or tried to be. The
the wonderful privilege of allowing their tires policeman at Townsend Hall directed people with N,S.C. stickto touch the holy, sacred macadam of the to the parking lot, to Malone's
and to Town and Campus Restaurcollege?
ant. Fortunately, these hearty
The greatest ''bone of contention" lies in souls knew where they were going
and arrived safely at the College
the particular bit of legislation quoted in the Center.
However the visitors who
handbook as "Student cars may not be driven were unfamiliar with our flffiloving policeman were detoured
on the road leading to the college center, li- to
ihe Child Study Center, the
brary, and powerhouse areas except at the Kean Buildings, and one woman
who was driving in was stopped
direction of the c ampus patrolman. It is this by
the traffic director and told
staunch crusader of justice and virtue whose she was going the wrong way on
a one-way street -- in front of
discretionary powers the student must con- Townsend!?
The day was rainy
tend with when wishing to travel beyond that and perhaps the fog clouded the
ability to direct, but
ignored blue sign. And although he may be policeman's
there are a few clear days on
granted a dispensation, the individual risks campus which effect no improvement. We at N.S.C . know that
getting a citation from the same patrolman. the source of the Rahway River

I

A codification and evaluation of the existing

tr~ffic rules is long overdue.
The traffic directors at Newark State are
in dire need of assistance.

CERAMICS EXHIBIT, Little Gallery
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is in South Orang~ and that the
rapids reach their pe"l.l·. at Newark
State. There were two visitors
who arrived on campus but were
unable to stay because, having
parked in our spacious parking
lot, they followed the flowing
macadam paths behind the I.A.
Building and while fording the
stream met with unfortunate accidents.
Perhaps when the elections
are over, order will reign, but in
light of the past two years, this
possibility seems faint. I feel
that an investigation is called
for. There are many questions
which need answering.
1. Do these traffic directors
and pursuants of miscreants
(such as non-ticketed drivers and
drivers who transgress by parking near the library after 4 p.m.)
buy their own rainwear?
2. Do they receive their'' appointments" from the st.ate or
locally?
3. Are they eligible for retirement and pensionary after
age 85?
4. Are they eligible for appointment after age 70?
5. Do they take courses in
unintelligible speech and surliness?
6. What percentage do they
get from the tickets they give?
7. Do they work on a commision basis?
These are just a few of the
many pertinent questions which
must be answered if the N.S.C.
Traffic Control is to be successful. If a panel group could
be arranged, perhaps we m:.ght
reach an agreement on how to
solve these problems, The panel
mi.ght meet at the Center -- if
the policeman isn't around!
Moira O'Casey
Theo Dylan
Irv Berg
WILLIAMS
In reference to Mr. Donald
Kuli-::k's letter of October 14,
Harrison Williams is not running against Congresswcmm
Florence P. Dwyer. He is running
against Bernard M.. Shanley, the
former Secretary to President
Eisenhower.
_.
Jim Fulco mer, Chairman
Newark State Republican Club

Council
Comments
By Bill Shi e ble r,
Presiden t, Student Counc il
This week's column is going
to be devoted to one thing: the
d
College Center Board's Fall
Weekend.
The College Center Board provides most of the cultural and
social programming on campus,
It devotes many many hours and
B y Jo s . R. Hov an ce,
a great deal of money each year
to provide you with a well-roundPres. , I. F. S. C.
ed series of events.
Why has the fraternity system
This year for the first time
grown so stefuiily through more they are attempting to present
than a century of its existence? a Fall Weekend. This is the bigFirst. • .Human beings natu- gest effort by the College Center
rally seek the companionship of Board to date. The entertainothers. When students find them- ment costs for this event are
selves on acampus,participating running close to $5,500. Part
in a common expe1•ience with of this cost will be written off
others of their own age, it is but by the $3.00 admission to the
natural that they should seek the Sunday evening program. The
friendship of those they find to $3.00 admission for this event
be particularly congenial. Dr. is certainly reasonable since
Charles Wesley Flint, when there will be two nationally known
Chancallor of Syracuse Univer- groups performing in one evesity, expressed this thought when ning.
he said, "There is a law which
As students at Newark State,
brings men together in groups; we should take full advantage of
it acts like the law of gravity, every educational, cultural, and
and regardless of what is done, social event possible. The Fall
it holds true. Thus we have the Weekend is something which will
not be possible if it does not
college fraternity."
Second. • •The college or uni- receive the full support of the
versity by its very nature em- student body.
phasizes mental and intellectual
training. Book learning, however, 1---------------is only part of tha educational
process. Fraternities supple- adjunct to college discipline and
ment classroom instruction with organization. The late Dean Thosocial experience and prepare mas Arkle Clark of the Univertheir members to take their place sity of Illinois, one of the most
in the world as rounded men. widely known and best beloved of
In the words of Dr. John G, Bow- all deans, bore testimony to this
man, when Chancellor of the fact when he wrote: "The conUniversity of Pittsburgh: "The trol of students living in frawell organized and properly ternity houses is likely to be
operated college fraternity can more satisfaciory than of those
and should do even more for its living in dormitories, controlled
undergraduate members than the either by private individuals or by
college of which it is a part. All the University; for the students
the college can do is to afford living in fraternities are conthe student opportunityto acquire trolled by officers whom they
a certain amount of knowledge. have elected, and are under rules
The fraternity can go a long way they, themselves, have devised
in teaching him how to use that and approved. The spirit in which
such regulations are regarded
knowledge"
Third. • .The symbolism of and discipline is received is alfraternities m:>.kes a universal together more kindly than is true
appeal to the idealistic nature of such things in a private or in•-•
of youth. The formal expression stitutional dormitory. I generally
of high aspirations is not only find that a fraternity officer can
appealing but wholesome. To in- enforce the regulations without
vite into the bonds of brother- much difficulty, and this is not
hood, through an idealistic ritual, always true inadormi.t ory. Then,
young men from every section too, in the correction of the
of the state and from every stra- habits or the conduct of inditum of society and every eco- vidual students, or in the stimunomic level, so that strangers lation of lazy or indifferent stubecome intimate friends almost dents to better scholastic work,
upon meeting is so basic that it I have regularly found that frafinds wide expression among ma- ternities are helpful, If a fraternity man is behind in his
ture men as well as youth.
Fourth. • •The intimate rela- college work or is developing
tionship formed during college into a loafer, I have learned
days constitutes one of the most that if I have . a talk with the
valuable things a man can pos- president of his fraternity, I can
sess, and often ripens into life- have added to my own influence,
long friendships of social and the influence of the whole frasometimes material benefit. The ternity which in many instances
career of many a young frater- is much morepotentthan my own.
nity man has been shaped by The fraternity as an organizathe interest of some older, suc- tion helps materially in the traincessful brother, brought into con- ing of the college leader. My
tact with him through fraternity experience, then, as an executive
channels, "One of the beautiful officer, is that Greek letter fracharacteristics of the college ternities in college have been to
fraternity," said Dr. Frederick me of the greatest service in
G. Ferry when president of Ham- advancing the best interests of
ilton College, "is the happiness the university. I am glad to
which it provides for the later encourage them because in them
years. Its delights are not for I see an easier control and dithe undergraduate alone, but they recti.on of student enterprises,
are given generally to all of us student activities, and student
older ones in as large measure thought, and an easier developas we will permit, President ment of the right sort of student
Lowell of Harvard once spoke morals and ideals."
of the earnest search for a fountain of perpetual youth in which
many an explorer engaged in
the southern portions of this
continent years ago, and of the
futility of their seeking since
no such fountains were there.
...... '1
But he added that such fountains are abundant now and are
to be found wherever a college
i
;~
stands. So for each of us of the .,
graduate group of our fraternity
provides such a fountain, Let us
all partake of it more freely
and more fully."
Fifth .•• College administrators have recognized that the
fraternity serves as a useful

Reasons for The
Grow th of Fraternities
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On The Job for Jersey
As can be expected in a presidential election year, campaigns
for lesser, but very significant, political posts are often ignored.
This is really very regretable for in New Jersey this year we have
a tremendously qualified and dynamic young senator up for re•
election who is quite deserving, by virtue of his record of service
to us, of our time and attention.
During the 88th Congress, Senator Harrison A. Williams Jr., has
been chief sponsor or floor manager
of more major legislation PASSED
by the Senate than any of his colleagues.
The forty-four year old lawmaker
has emerged as the champion of the
urban American (which includes
three-quarters of the nation and
90 per cent of New Jersey's citizens); this is best exemplified by
his successful sponsorship of the
recent Mass Transit Bill. Indeed,
"Pete" (as he is popularly known),
Williams, concern for our students,
workers, elderly, cities, factories,
and our future has earned him the
compliment of "a brilliant young
Senator" from none other than Lyndon Baines Johnson. This dynamic
ex-Navy pilot has been hailed by Harrison A. Williams Jr.
both parties as one of the nation's most effective young legislators,
This effectiveness is graphically expressed by even a brief, repeat
brief, rundown of his record.

Fraternal Situation
Across The Nation
University of California

"I hereby certify that members (of my fraternity) are
free to choose and accept
new members without discrimination as to race, religion or national origin."
Dean of Students, Byron H.
Atkinson of the UCLA campus,
has expressed the belief that
many houses will sign the pledge
even though the deadline has
passed. "Any house that does
sign will regain its lost privileges," he said.
Aside from the 15 houses which
were discipliq,ed, only five of
the state's 151 affiliate chapters
failed to sign the pledge. The five
were given extensions of the
deadline and are expected to
sign soon.
Included among the Berkeley
signers was Pi Beta Phi sorority, which, along with its sister
chapter on the UCLA campus,
attempted to have the California
courts preliminarily enjoin the
University Regents from enforcing the deadline.
The fact that the overwhelming
number of non-signing organizations came from the UCLA campus led Atkinson to observe:
"This makes it perfectly clear
that it is local influence in the
Los Angeles sorority system,

L03 ANGELES Fourteen
of the fifteen fraternities and
sororities suspended at the University of California for refusing
to sign a non-discrimination
pledge are still under suspension
this week.
One of the fraternities, Lamda
Chi Alpha, signed the pledge and
was returned to good standing this
week. Twelve sororities and two
fraternities at three of the University's campuses remain forbidden to use the University of
California's name .or facilities.
In addition, they have been barred
from many student-sponsored
activities on their campuses.
Eleven of the disciplined chapters are at the Los Angeles
campus. Involved are one fraternity, Acacia, and ten sororities: Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta,
Kappa Delta, Phi Mu, Pi Beta
Phi, Sigma Kappa, and Beta Tau
Alpha. The other three chapters
are Acacia, at the Berkeley camAn early exponent of federal-local cooperation to overcome pus, and Sigma Kappa and Pi
clogged highways and ailing commuter systems, Senator Williams Beta Phi, at the Davis branch.
The pledge, which chapter
saw his Mass Transit bill signed into law in July. The $375 million
grant program, hailed as an historic beginning in resolving urban presidents must sign annually,
transportation -problems, will help New Jersey revive its railroads, reads as follows:
improve its bus systems, and modernize parking (this hits home!)
and station facilities. The Williams' effort dates back · to 1961
when he won enactment of a $75 million transit demonstration
program,
Al Record ('66) has been elected National Student Association
The nation's 2 million men, women, and children who follow Coordinator for the State of New Jersey. The election was held
the crops, America's "mobile serfs" as they have been called, last week at the regional meeting of the New Jersey branch of the
1t1ade their last gains in the era of the New Deal--until a Williams NSA. This office will entail coordinating NSA activities at the
subcommittee went to work. It won passage of a migrant health various colleges and universities throughout the state.
program now operating in 34 states. Four more of its programs
Mr. Record stated that NSA's chief concern in New Jersey at
which provide for better housing, daycare centers, adult education, the moment is promoting the betterment of higher education in
and improved sanitation have been incorporated into the Adminis- the State. To this end, an organization known as Students for
tration's poverty package.
Higher Education (SHE) has been formed.
Mr. Record is currently the Feature Editor for the INDEPENDENT
Following the tremendous success of the Peace Corps, Presi- and is also a member of Student Council and the Young Demodent Kennedy asked Pete Williams to sponsor and manage a similar crats. Last year, he served as president of the sophomore class.
program here at home--the National Service Corps. Its volunteers
would go into urban and rural areas throughout the nation at the
invitation of local authorities anxious to stimulate greater community effort in meeting the needs of the underprivileged. The
measure won Senate passage and was then assimilated in the
War on Poverty (see story on other page).
Concerned about unemployment in many urban areas, Williams
has vigorously supported programs to train workers in new skills,
to provide better vocational education, to improve minimum wage
coverage, and to create employment opportunities through essential public works construction. Williams has sponsored legislation
to give a number of presently ineligible cities in the state a chance
to obtain aid under various federal programs. He is also conducting a major statewide effort to stimulate new business activity
through community development companies financed with long
term, low interest federal loans; and he held hearings on the
impact defense cuts are having on the state's small businessmen.

Record Elected

As co-sponsor of the Administration's Higher Education Facilities Act of 19631 Williams played an active part in winning
Senate passage of the $1.2 billion program of grants and loans
to colleges and universities for the construction of classrooms,
laboratories, and libraries. This will mean 20 million to New
Jersey for the expansion of its hard-pressed facilities (this also
hits home!).

Region

AL RECORD, Religion Coordinator

Student Social Security Killed

Williams has also sponsored a broad college scholarship program, a work-study program to prevent high school drop-outs,
WASHINGTON (CP3) An continued payments of those who
and last year's Vocational Bill, which is already turning antiquated estimated 275,000 students have become full-time college stutrade schools into space-age training centers.
lost the opportunity to collect dents.
Also a sponsor of the historic Civil Rights Act, Williams could up to $90 a month in cash b,::ineStudents in vocational, junior,
proudly point to one provision--the National Conciliation Service fits as a result of the demise by private or public colleges would
--which he has urged for several years. He is now concerned · stalemate of proposed social se- have received paym~nts until
with increasing job opportunities and enforcing the bill.
curity legislation.
their 22nd birthday.
The failure, because of a disother areas in which Sen. Williams has had a vital interest
The '' child benefits'' were to be
--and which space does not permit an elaboration of--include pute over Medicare, of a House- extended to students on the theory
Senate
conference
committee
to
"open spaces" for New Jersey; recreation; housing; protection
that full-time students over 18
against fraud for the elderly; investor protection; flood insur- reach agreem,:int on the final are as financially dependent as
form
of
a
social
security
expanance; congressional reform; and numerous areas in foreign affairs;
sion bill, killed a program for children under 18.
most significantly the Parial Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty.
The child benefit extension
In short, "Pete" Williams gets the job done! Let's give him six aiding some 18 to 22-year-old
students.
provision was part of the admore years to produce more of the same.
The bill was a casualtyofConministration-backed election
gressional adjournment fever,
year social security bill which
which was running high after a
would have raised general cash
nine-month session and with the
benefits and which included in
election only four weeks away.
its Senate version a compromise
The current social security
medicare provision. Both the
The official opening for the ter's wheel) delicate beauties of act provides payments of up to Senate and House versions of the
bill included the benefit extension
year of the "Little Gallery" on Mrs. Baker's, through the free- $90 a m-'.lnth for each child unfor students, guaranteeing its
October 13 was marked by a form hand built pots of Mr. der 18 whose father is deceased,
reception of the five ceramists Trogler, with delightful heads disabled, or retired. A proposed presence in any bill agreed on
presently exhibiting. On display. and masks by Kenneth Schnall. amendment to the act would have by the conference committee.
are the final results of a grad- Samuel Cirasi's pots are marked
uate independent study of cera- by their strength and vigor, while
mics conducted this summer Anthony Lordi' s creations have
It is requested by the Copy Editors of the INDEPENDENT
under the guidance of David beautiful decorative motifs and 1
that anyone submitting an article to said newspaper fill out
Jones. If there is any question patterns.
and attach the appropriate form. These forms may be found
as to the value of such studies
The show is an aesthetic expernext to the copy basket in the INDEPENDENT office. It is
this display should remo\11:! all, ience which is both a sensural
especially requested that the name and box number of the
The "pots" (a term used by pot- and visual delight. The show will
contributor be included in the form and the article be placed
ters to include all objects made last until October 30 and is well
in the section of the basket marked 'In.' These requests are
of clay) range from the care- worth visiting. (Pictures on Page
made to insure a better newspaper for the studenty body,
fully "thrown" (made on a pot- 2.)

Lit t le Gallery Opens

rather than national affiliations,
that have caused this invidious
comparison.''
The University must now face
the problem of enforcement.
Some sororities have indicated
that in order to enter traditional
campus events, they might attempt to skirt the University
policy by posing as ad hoc student groups. Traditionally, ad
hoc groups have had little trouble
entering campus activities.
University of Buffalo

BUFFALO A State supreme Court justice has issued
a temporary injunction preventing the state University of Buffalo
from interfering with the activities of fraternities and sororities
on its campus.
Dean of Students, Richard A.
Siggelkow, ordered not to interfere with the rushing, pledging,
and initiation of students by college social organizations. Siggelkow had ordered all the groups
to submit new constitutions this
month showing that they were
purely local groups.
In 1953 the State University
Board of Trustees ordered an
end to national associated social
groups. Buffalo became a part of
the State University in 1962.
American
International College

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. The
five campus fraternities of
American International College ·
(AIC) are operating under a new
set of rules that severely curtail
their social functions.
Under a set of guides handed
the fraternities by the AIC administration, the fraternities
may hold no open mixers, hold
only seven social functions each
semester, admit neither freshman men nor freshman women
to their houses, and may not
serve alcoholic beverages to anyone in the house.
The new rules were- an administration reaction to several parties held at fraternities over the
summer, during which neighbors
of the houses called Springfield
police to quell disturbances. The
parties themselves violated AIC
rules which prohibit summer fraternity social events.
The five fraternities on the
campus are Phi Sigma Kappa,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Tau Epsilon Phi, all nationally affiliated; Alpha Sigma Delta and
Zeta Chi, both local groups.
The fraternities at the College
had been holding "open mixers"
every Friday evening and "they
had been getting out of hand,"
according to one observer. It
was to curtail these parties that
the social events of the fraternities were limited to seven parties
-- stag or mixed -- each semester.
Under the new rulings, guards
and college officials may enter
fraternities at any time to make
sure rules are not being violated.
Harry J. Courniotes, vice president of the College, explained
that "it would be better for cam-•
pus cops to enter the fraternity
houses rather than Springfield
police.''
It was reported that the local
police are prepared to raid the
houses if more disturbances take
place.
"The fraternities are currently in a bad state of public
relations, and the rules are an
attempt to bring them back to a
status of repute," Courniotes
said.
"I have faith in the student
body," he continued, "and I believe that fraternities should exist if they discipline themselves,
and I think that the bellavior
that led to the very bad public
relations was due to the fraternities themselves.''
President of the inter-fraternity council, Mike Bigos, said
"the situation is pretty grave
as it stands right now. I suppose we can appeal to all the
brothers on campus to cooperate with the rules that have been
established by the administration.''
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College Backlash Indicates
Reading Conference
Early End of Charity in

Ed. Dept. Holds

Students To Aid War
on on Poverty Program
WASHINGTON (CPS) The nation's colleges and universities
will be in the front lines of the administration's anti-poverty army
this year.
They will provide faculty troops to serve as .directors and staff
members of anti-poverty programs in remedial education, end as
project consultants in other ·
areas.
drawn heavily from groups of
Students and recent graduates retired persons and housewives
can enlist as paid teachers and whose children have grown up.
counselors for the Job Corps,
It is "entirely possible," acwork training programs, and cording to Milton C. Cummings
adult literacy programs. They of the Office of Education, "that
can also volunteer to help in local college students may be hired
anti-poverty projects or join the as instructors in adult literacy
domestic peace corps, VISTA, programs.
Some volunteers
for a year.
might also be used.''
About 600 people are needed
"Those interested in working
to teach for one year periods on adult literacyprogram;, should
and serve as counselors in the contact the adult education unit in
Job Corps' conservation cam-:;is. their local school districts,"
About 20 camps are scheduled to Cummings said.
be opened this fall. Within a
Finally, UP to 5000 volunteers
year, there will be about 150 will be chosen in the next 12
camps for 20,000 high school months to serve in VISTA. The
program's backers hope the voldrop-outs and draft rejects.
Although trained teachers are unteers' work will create a spirit
preferred, there is no set certi- of "national involvement" and
fication or experience require- spur others to help in their local
ments for Job Corps teachers. anti-poverty programs.
Prelim!nary VISTA applicaSalaries will range upwards from
tions are available from VISTA,
$5,000.
Applications can be obtained Office of Economic Opportunity,
from the Office of Economic Washington 20506, D. c.
Opportunity, Box 100, Washington 20506, D. C.
Universities will have major
There wi 11 be a meeting
responsibilities in running the
Job Corps' l000·-1500 person
of the Reporting Staff of
educational and vocatim~.al trainthe .INDEPENDENT on
ing centers. These centers will
Tuesday, October 27, at
grow to about 20,000, or the same
10 o'clock in the INDEnumber of boys as the conservaPENDENT office.
tion camps.
The Office of Economic OpporAnyone
interested
in
tunity is currently contacting unireporting for the INDEversities about staffing and developing curricula for these
PENDENT should attend.
centers. The first two or three
centers should be in operation
by the end of the year.
Social scientiests in particular
are expected to contribute their
research skills to the planning
and evaluating of community acFourteen faculty members at
tion and other program,,.
Faculty and administrators Newark State College have been
will be serving both as consult- promoted in professorial rank.
ants and staff members on pro- .... Raised from associate to full
grams. A number of them have professor are Dr. Betty Linthialready taken leaves to work on cum, Science; and Dr. Irene Reifthe task forces, setting up the snyder, English.
Eight assistant professors
various programs in the Economic Opportunity Act passed were promoted to associate professors, They are: Mr. Robert
this summer.
Large numbers of students re- E. Bloomfield, Industrial Arts;
ceiving Federal aid under the Mr. Joseph B. Higgins, Social
anti-poverty bill's work-study Science; Mr. F, Kevin Larsen,
program are expected to be hired English; Mr. Robert E, Schuhby community organizations en- macher, Science; Dr. Evelyn A.
Coston, Music; Mr. Harry Fosgaged in fighting poverty.
It is expected also that schools key, Education; Dr. Arnold Rice,
and departments of education will Social Science, now on leave for
play a very large part in devel- a year as an exchange profesoping methods and materials for sor in the Netherlands; and Dr.
the anti-poverty bill's other Nathan Weiss, Social Science.
Formerly assistant professors
remedial education programs.
One of these programs is the II, now assistant professors, are
adult basic literacy program, Mrs. Marylin Kelland, Social
which will center on reading, Science; Miss Muriel L, Wilwriting, oral communication helm, Assistant Registrar; Mrs.
Zita N. Polsky, Education; Mrs.
skills, and computation.
Instructors in these programs Lauree N. Rystrom , Student
will work part time and may be Teaching.

Promotions
Professional Rank

Dr. Nila B. Smith, Distinguished Service Professor at
Glassboro State College, was the
keynote speaker at a Reading
Conference sponsored by the
Education Department of Newark
State held on Saturday, October
10, from 9:30 a.m. to 1:00p,m .
Dr. Lillian Putnam of the Education Department at Newark
State was initiator and chairman
of the conference, designed to
help teachers improve the effectiveness of their reading
programs. All teachers or undergraduates interested in learning more about reading program;,
were eligible to attend.
Dr. Smith's lecture concerned
the levels of comprehension in
the teaching of reading, com,irehension of concepts of reading,
and the understanding of metaphors and simi.les.
The participants of the Conference were divided into groups
to work more intensively in a
particular aspect of improving
reading programs. The nine
topics were Comprehension at
the Secondary Level, Mr.Samuel
Lourie, group director; Linguistics with Dr. Catheryn Eisenhardt; The LT.A, Experiment,
Dr. Lillian Putnam; Remedial
Techniques, Dr. Jan Fausch;
Adolescent Literature, Mr. Sidney Krueger; Readiness, Mrs.
Edna Salt; Evaluation, Dr. Clifford Bush; Audio-Visual Aids in
Reading, Dr. John O'Meara; and
Grouping in Reading, Dr. Eva
Wagner.
Dr. Putnam stated that the
Reading Conference was a success and that possibly the program could be continued in the
future.

GOP VIEW:

Higher Education to N.J.
TRENTON (N.J.E.A.) New
Jersey probably can't count much
longer on receiving college charity from the other states, educators are beginning to warn.
"College backlash" is already
hitting this state.
Taxpayers in the rest of the
nation are helping to finance
college educations for the 52
per cent of New Jersey's college students who must go outof-state for their higher education, reports the New Jersey
Education Association. But the
other states· are beginning to
grumble.
New Jersey has generally shut
the doors of its public colleges
to out-of-states; yet 11,087 Jerseyans are enrolled in the public colleges of other states. As
the com,ietition for college places
continues to increase, other
states probably will also eliminiate outlanders in their public
colleges, N.J.E ,A. says. And the
first targets of this college backlash are likely to be places like
New Jersey which depend on
other states to give higher education to their youth.
Dr. Theodore A. Rath, President of Bloomfield College and
of the New Jersey College Fund
Association, is warning that officials in both Pennsylvania and
Michigan have expressed annoyance at the large number of applications they received from
New Jersey students.
"Why should these states' taxpayers snpport our students?"
Dr. Rath wonders. "Why don't
we take care of our own. We
should not be satisfied to have
,1111/IIIIIIUIUIIIU1111, ..

By Jim Fulcomer
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Goldwater Opposes 'Birchism'
" I'm not voting for Goldwater! I don 't want a Birchite
in the White House!"
-- An Uninformed Voter
A major misstatement of Senator Goldwater's views in this
campaign has been the allegation
that a vote for Goldwater is a vote
for the extremist policies of the
John Birch Society. No allegation could be further from the
•truth. Only recently Goldwater,
through his running mate, pledged
"not to appoint any member of
the John Birch Society" to any
position of authority in his administration; Richard M, Nixon,
the Secretary of State in any
future Goldwater cabinet, has
scaldingly denounced theSociety.
The difference between official
Birchite views and Goldwater's
views further highlight this dichotomy.
The
John Birch
Society, for example, advocates
the impeachment of Supreme
Court Justice Earl Warren and
U.S. withdrawal from the United
Nations. In contrast, Senator
Goldwater never advocated the
impeachment of his fellow Republican, Justice Warren, and
considers the proposal sheer
nonsense. Concerning the United
Nations, the Senator unequivocally opposes the Birchite proposal. He "unconditionally" supports the original purposes of
the United Nations -- as he
phrases it, •"peace among nations, based on mutual tolerance, respect for the sovereign
independence of all nations, and
a common sense of justice" -and he believes that "the United
States should make the fullest
possible use of its membership
in the U.N."
Robert Welch, who founded and
heads the John Birch Society,
labeled President Eisenhower a
"conscious" agent of the Communist conspiracy. One finds in
Mr, Welch's book, THE POLITICIAN, otherwise known as the
"Black Book" of the John Birch
Society, such wild allegations as
"he (Eisenhower) has been under
the control of the Soviet management since he first got into the
game" and "here was famous
histo:rical precedent, though not

other states educ ate our
people."
The extent of New Jersey's
imposition on the rest of the
states is shown in a study by
the U.S. Office of Education on
"inmigration" and "outmigration" of "first-time undergraduates" attending public colleges
throughout the nation in 1963,
says N,J.E.A.
First-time
undergraduates
made up 3,543 of the 11,087
New Jerseyans in public colleges of other states. These
fresh men and transfers from New
Jersey were being educated in
the public colleges of every state
except Nevada.
In the other direction, 25 states
had no first-time undergraduates
in New Jersey's public colleges.
The other 23 states plus the District of Columbia had a grand
total of 412.
New Jersey's deficit between
first-time "outmigrants" and
"inmigrants" in public colleges
in 1963 was 3,131, the federal
study shows. Eight high school
graduates are leaving New Jersey to attend public colleges
elsewhere for every resident of
another state who comes to a
public college here. In every
state, the number of New Jersey
"outmigrants" exceeded the "inmigrants" from that state to public colleges in New Jersey.
The reason for the disparity,
says N.J.E.A., is that New Jersey1s public colleges cannot accommodate the number of high
school graduates pouring out of
the state's high schools each
year seeking higher education.

English Maiors
Hold Tea

The unification of English majors at Newark State into an organization, both formally and
the only one, for the Kremlin's
informally, for the purpose , of
use of Eisenhower to deceive
making the exchange of ideas and
America."
Senator Goldwater has strongly discussion of common interests
denounced these allegations and possible, was proposed by Richard Davidson, a sophomore Enghas pledged to continue the basic
lish major, at a tea held for
foreign po Ii c y of President
Eisenhower -- a foreign policy English majors and faculty on
Wednesday, October 14, at 3
which the Birchite leader claims
o'clock. Probable future activi"shows the almost unbelievable
extent to which he (Eisenhower) ties for the group include theater
and his Communist bosses have trips and opportunity to invite
been able to make the American speakers concerned with English
and literature to appear at
people lose their conscience,
Newark State.
their courage, and their sense."
Dr. Matthew Dolkey, chairman
In view of Goldwater's support
of the Eisenhower foreign poli- of the English D~partment, greetcies, it is logical to assume ed all students and declared his
that Mr. Welch will reach sim- support for the unification of
ilar conclusions about a Gold- English majors. The chairman
water Administration. Senator stated that each year the inGoldwater long ago issued public creasing number of applicants
statements blasting the Birchite to the English curriculum has
necessitated the investigation of
leader and his absurd notions.
Another vital area of diver- new plans for the future.
Some changes which have algences in Birchite and Goldwaterite views is civil rights. The ready been suggested to PresiJohn Birch Society has a strong dent Eugene Wilkins are to have
aversion toward civil rights leg- two sections of English majors
islation, the unanimous Supreme at each level, rather than the
Court school integration deci- present single section, and an
sion and such responsible groups increase in the number of Engas the Urban League and the lish electives. For the first time
NAACP. In contrast, Senator Descriptive Grammar Based on
Linguistic Principles will be ofGoldwater has voted for the civil
rights acts of 1957 and 1960 and fered as an elective.
Dr. Dolkey also mentioned the
he will support any additional
legislation needed to grant the English Department's preference
Attorney General sufficient au- to have the Department housed in
thority to effect school integra- the Keene Buildings, rather than
tion. Mr. Goldwater also played in a new classroom building that
a role in integrating the Arizona is planned.
The chairman stated that all
National Guard and in desegrating public facilities in Phoenix English majors are invited to
by local option. Just this year attend the production of TennesSenator Goldwater advocated an see Williams' "Streetcar Named
improved local accommodations Desire," which will be performed
ordinance.
at the Mccarter Theater at
Finally, Goldwater was .an · Princeton on November 19,
early supporter of the Urban
Dr. Edwin Thomason highlightLeague and the NAACP.
ed the tea with a reading of his
One could go on endlessly il- poetry and translations.
lustrating the gulf between the
Birchites and Goldwater. Even
HUMANJST CLUB
the difference between Johnson
Debate on Free Love
and Goldwater is far less pronounced than the difference beTUESDAY, OCT. 27, 1964
tween the John Birch Society and
5:00 p.m. - Little Theater
Goldwater. In short, rather than
Open Discussion
putting a Birchite in the White
to Fo llow
House, a vote for Goldwater is a
ALL ARE WELCOME
· vote against the John Birch Society.
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Student-Faculty

NEW ARK ST ATE
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

GRAB BAG SALE
Wednesday-Friday
BOOKS JUNK PENS Who Knows?

50C
Schedule of Events
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22:
10:00 Juniors and Seniors
Meeting with Chairman of Student
Teaching Centers
10:00 Swimming
3:00 Hockey
4:00 Theater Guild Rehearsal
7:00 Rho Theta Tau Social
7:00 Pi Eta Sigma Social
7:00 Inter Fraternity Sorority Council Mtg.
7:30 Circle K
7:30 CCUN Lecture
7:30 Delta Sigma Pi Mtg.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23:
2:00 Food Preparation for
Fall Weekend
5:00 Student Organization
Meeting
6:00 Sigma ThetaChiSocial
Evening
Fall Weekend
SATURDAY, OCT0:3ER 24:
All Day
Fall Weekend
SUNDAY, 00TOBER 25:
All Day
Fall Weekend
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26:
3:00 WRA Volleyball
3:00 Soccer - Bloomfield
College
4:00 Swimming
4:00 Theater GuildRehearsal
7:00 Sigma Beta Chi Social
7:00 Modern Dance Club
Rehearsal
7:00 Senior Life Saving
7:15 Student-Faculty Co-op
Meeting
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27:
10:00 Beginning Tennis
4:00 Theater Guild Rehearsal
4:00 Co-ed Swimmi.ng
5:00 Humanist Club Debate
5:00 Student Organization
Finance Committee
6:30 Chi Delta Meeting
7:30 Nu Theta Chi Social
7:30 Sigma Beta Tau Mtg.
7:30 SigmaKappaPhiSocial
W.~D.NESDAY, 00TOBER 28:
2:00 Townsend Lecture Series - Debate Pemberton vs. Lukas
4:00 Synchronized Swim-ming
4: 00 Theater Guild Rehearsal
7:00 Men's Waterpolo
7:00 Alpha Theta Pi Social
7:30 CCB Seminar, "Issues
of The Day"

SUPPORT

The W.R.A.
" A sport for every woman,
and every woman for a sport! "

Fall Weekend
Hootenanny
Following the swim party on
Friday, ending about 8:30, the
College Center Board will sponsor a Hootenanny in the Main
Dining Room .. During this time,
the Snack Bar will be open for
refreshments. Newark State's
regular troupe of singers, including Ernie Whitworth, Sue
Perlgut, Stu Black, and Mike
Lussen, will be featured. Mr.
Black is currently forming a
new group, "The Highland Singers," who will make their debut
this week. In addition, outside
talent is expected to participate.
The program will be presented
as a kickoff for the Fall Weekend. It is hoped that the student
body will turn out in large numbers, and in good voice, having
been invigorated by the aquatic
experience, prior to the "hoot."
Your support is urged for the
success of the entire Fall Weekend.

Basketball Game

for Fall Weekend
D' Angola Gymnasium will be
the scene of a basketball game
between Newark State College
professors and the inimitable
Newark State Varsity team, on
October 24. Faculty members
participating in the gam':'!, which
is to begin at 2:30, are: Dr.
Joseph Errington, Mr. William
G. Sullivan, Mr. Theodore E.
Stier, Mr. Maurice Dupree, Mr.
Robert J, Fridlington, Mr. Nathan Goldberg, Mr. George T.
Burtt, and Mr. John Froude.
Preceding the Faculty-Varsity
game, there will be a game between the senior women and the
senior men. This game will be
played according to standard women's basketball rules.
The basketball games are only
part of the plans for Fall Weekend, which is being sponsored by
the College Center Board. other
events slated for the weekend are
a splash party and hootenanny
on Friday night, a semi-formal
dance on Saturday night with Les
and Larry Elgart, and a concert
on Sunday night featuring the
Modern Folk Quartet and Olatunji, famed Nigerian drummer.
There will be no cost for Friday
and Saturday's events, but it is
requested that the free tickets
for the dance be picked up at the
Information and Services Desk
in the College Center. The only
expense of the weekend will be
the concert onSundaynight. Tickets may be purchased for $3.00
at the Information Desk. The
College Center Board hopes to
have a complete sellout of tickets
for the Name Program as funds
accruing from the sale of these
tickets must help to defray the
expenses for the entire weekend,
especially the dance on Saturday
night.
Much thought and preparation
have gone into the Fall Weekend. It is hoped that the students
will avail themselves of the activities planned for them ..

SWIMMERS CRAWL TO THE MUSIC OF THE BEATLES
Girls, what do you do every Monday afternoon between 4 and 5
p.m,.? ? Why not try swimming'? Each Monday at this time the W,R.A.
sponsors a swim"lling program for women in the Natatorium. Last
week swimm.':'! rs practiced their strokes to the music of the Beatles.
There is no need to have any special skills in swimming in order
to come out for this activity. All you need is a suit, a cap, and a
desire for fun and relaxation.
Girls who come out not only accumulate points in W.R.A., but
also receive credit for an outside activity within their physical
education program. Mrs. Resnick advises this sport and is on hand
to give swimming and diving instructions for those who are interested.
Each week the attendance has been increasing, but the pool is
large and thei'e is plenty of room for more. Come out and get into
the swim!

DANCE CLUB STRESSES COORDINATION AND CREATIVITY
The Modern Dance Club · is organized for those students who
are interested in creative expression through movement. This
year the club's goal-words are "Coordination" and "Creativity."
Investigation of techniques, gestures, choreography, various forms
of accompaniment and spontaneous experimentation are their objectives.
Tryouts were held the first week in October with thirty-two girls
trying for acceptance into the club. Each person did her best to show
her varied talents and the competition proved to be very close.

STOP, LOOK, AND READ
The Women's Recreation Association is sponsoring a Co-ed
Square Dance Night with "Uncle" Dick from Stokes. The allimwrtant date is October 30 at 7:30 in the Main Dining Hall.
This is a chance for upperclassmen to relive some of the happiest
moments of their weeks at Stokes. It is the perfect chance for freshmen and sophomores to discover that outdoor education doesn't have
to be outdoors. Cider and cookies will be served during the evening
and adm;.ssion is free, free, free!!
So, circle that date, OCTO:aER 30, in red, and don't forget to be
in the Main Dining Hall at 7:30!!
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Metropolitan Opera
Box Procedures Announced

1. Tickets will be $4.50 each
(half) for the eight seats in the
box.
2. Tickets are for NewarkState
undergraduates ONLY.
3. Tickets will be sold at the
Information Services Desk on a
first come, first serve basis
beginning on a specified date
after public announcement of the
sale.
4. Students are limited to one
purchase of one ticket per seaNeale Clapp, M..A., Assistant son: Those students who wish to
Director of Essex Fields, was be considered as "repeaters"
guest speaker at the Graduate will sign for ticket openings.
Colloquium on "The Self-Con- 5. A deadline for student purcepts of Adolescent Delinquents" chasing of tickets will be set
held on Tuesday, October 13. for eight days before the perThe subject introduced by Ro- formance (Friday the week be- ·
bert F. Allen, Ph.D., Clinical fore). After this deadline the
Psychologist, chairman of the tickets will be on sale to the
Graduation Division at NSC, was "repeaters" first and then to
a comparative analysis of the . the faculty.
self-concepts of three types of 6. A deposit of $1.00 is necesadolescent delinquents.
sary to reserve the ticket and
Mr. Clapp explained that the the full amount mnst be paid
three types in the analysis were eight days before the announced
"straight" adolescents, narcot- final date for each performance.
ics addicts, and barbiturate ad- If the full amount is not paid
dicts.
then, the student will forfeit his
Answers from questionnaires dollar deposit and the ticket will
given to from 10 to 12 boys in then go on sale again.
each category showed that the 7. Each student m1JSt pick up
"straight"
adolescents pos- his own ticket and show his
sessed self esteem and confi- Newark State Identification card
dence and considered themselves at that timn. He will be required
a part of a group. The "narcotic to sign a statement indication
group" evidenced little self- that he understands the ticket
confidence. The "barbiturates" is for himself only and is nonexhibited no affiliation to one transferable.
another, but rather drew themselves into a "shell." Both the
narcotic and barbiturate adoles- Virgil Originates
cents had feelings of failure and
Beatie Hai;cut
loneliness.
According to Mr. Clapp, the
(CPS) The Beatles' hairrate of · rehabilitation from ad- cuts are traceable to the Latin
diction was low and not long- poet· Virgil, reports the Amerlasting. Mr. Clapp felt that more ican Classical League.
importance should be placed on
In an announcement of Vir_gil's
research than on rehabilitation. 2034th birthday party, the ACL
He believed that society must noted that "busts of Virgil not
assume responsibility for a bet- only show his shaggy haircut, but
ter solution to such problems the Latin poet is a deadringer
in our culture.
for Ringo."
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NEWARK ST ATE COLLEGE
presents for

FALL WEEKEND - - the

AN

RECENT APPEARANCES: • Universities
D

DIRECT FROM:

WORLDS' FAIR AFRICAN PAVILION

• the Village Gate
• Thunderbird Hotel
• t. v.'s Hootenanny
• Ed Sullivan Show

BABATUNDE

& his Company of African
Dancers; Singers; Drummers

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, . 1964
7:00 p. m. D'Angola Gym
Donation-: $3.00 per person
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT INFORMATION AND SERVICES DESK, COLLEG.E CENTER NEWARK STATE - EL 4-5900 X 284

Svvim Party
and
Hootenanny

Newark State College Center Board
presents

Scandinavian Holiday Dance
with

Larry Elgart & his Orchestra
Saturday October 24, 1964 9:00 p.m . -1:00 a.m.
Main Dining Room
Sem i-Formal
Petite Smorgasbord

Friday, Oct. 23

